# ELECTRONIC RESOURCES

## Books

### From a Library Database – One Author


### From a Direct Link – Project Gutenberg


### From a Bookseller – Amazon


### Chapter of an Electronic Book


### Electronic Version of a Republished Book


## Reference Resources

### Encyclopedia Entry – Signed


### Encyclopedia Entry – Unsigned


If there are no page numbers, the chapter/entry title is sufficient

### Reference No Author/ No Date


## Journal Articles

### APA prefers that a DOI is used when citing journal articles. DOI can be found on the title page of the article or can be search using a DOI resolver, CrossRef.org

### Article from Database with a DOI


### Article from Database

Journal Articles

Electronic – No Print Version


Newspaper/Magazine Articles

Retrieved from a Database


Retrieved from Publisher’s Website


No Author


When to break a URL?

Break a long URL that runs across two lines before a slash (/) or other punctuation (but NOT http://)

Website

Corporate Author/Government Document


One Author


No Author or No Date

If there is no author begin citation with title. If there is no date available use (n.d.).

Should I italicize the title of the web page?

**Italicize** the title of the web page if the work stands alone such as a book or report.

**Do not italicize** the title if part of a greater whole, like a magazine article or blog post.

Sometimes it is difficult to tell which category is better, in which case APA recommends that you do not italicize.
Streaming Video with Screen Name.


A Tweet Personal and Corporate Author

Gates, B. [BillGates]. (2013, February 26). #Polio is 99% eradicated. Join me & @FCBarcelona as we work to finish the job and #EndPolio. VIDEO: http://bgat.es/X75Lv [Tweet]. Retrieved from https://twitter.com/BillGates/status/30619534584565792


Facebook Post Personal and Corporate Author

Gaiman, N. [Neil]. (2012, February 29). Please celebrate Leap Year Day in the traditional manner by taking a writer out for dinner. It’s been four years since many authors had a good dinner. We are waiting. Many of us have our forks or chopsticks at the [Facebook status update]. Retrieved from https://www.facebook.com/neilgaiman/posts/10150574185041016


Please consult and APA style blog at apa.org
Examples of the above are from the APA blog website
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